




Structural analysis of the misplay in Mini Basketball player 
Yuta Murakami Y osikata Morimoto 
Abstract 
This research is conducting the misplay and the structural analysis of reality in a mini 
basketball， and clarifying structure of a misplay. 
Highest misplay was a path mistake. Furthermore， itwas shown that comparatively 
many mistakes at the whole play the miss further. The mini basketbaU seldom . covered 
with the research on the general game of a misplay and a:basketball was checked compar-
atively in much. The dribble showed the comparatively high numerical value in the misplay. 
The misplay from which many were rarely taken up was checked by the mini basketball 
game. It was suggested that the dribble had one possibility of the main misplays. When a 
boy and a woman divided and a misplay was able to be seen， especially the path error of 
both the boy team and the female team was found. Moreover， a dribble mistake and trav四
elling showed the comparatively high numerical value. Many a sixth grader's errors checked 
the male and the woman. Time to participate was long. Moreover， the sixth grader often 
held the ball. Therefore， the error increased. Furthermore， a different result was shown by 
this research although it was told that a misplay was in the tendency to almost appear in 
a defeat team. Furthermore， the number of times of the attack of al the games was 1316 
times. It is thought出at1 need to practice in order to master a basic portion. 
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